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ABSTRACT 

Frohhch, C, 1992. Trmngle dmgrams ternary graphs to display similarity and diversity of earthquake focal mechamsms 
Phys Earth Planet Inter, 75 193-198 

Thts paper presents a new method for displaying focal mechamsms - -  plotting them on a ternary graph or 'triangle 
diagram' where the vertices represent normal, thrust, and stnke-shp focal mechanisms This method also provides a natural 
way for determining the relatwe proportions of thrust, normal, and strlke-shp motion for any pamcular earthquake focal 
mechanism 

1. Introduction 

For regional tectomc analysis, it is often desir- 
able to present information about available earth- 
quake focal mechanisms. The most common and 
straightforward way to do this is to plot 
'beachballs' at the epicentral locat~ons on maps, 
or, If the earthquakes are inconveniently clus- 
tered, to display them alongside a map with ar- 
rows connecting the beachball and the associated 
epicenter. Unfortunately, this has hmltat~ons be- 
cause. (1) when the focal mechanisms are not all 
similar, ~t ~s difficult for the eye to pick out 
mdwtdual pecuhar mechamsms, or groups of dis- 
similar mechanisms; (2) nowadays there are more 
than 9000 focal mechamsms available in the Har- 
vard centrold moment tensor (CMT) file, and 
thus in large or active regions there are stmply 
too many mechanisms to plot indwidually 

This paper presents an enhrely different 
method for displaying focal mechamsms - -  plot- 
ting them on a ternary graph or 'triangle diagram' 
where the vertices represent normal, thrust, and 
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stnke-shp focal mechanisms (Fig. 1). An unex- 
pected result is that th~s method also provides a 
natural way for determining the proportions of 
thrust, normal, and strike-slip motion for any 
pamcular  earthquake focal mechanism Triangle 
diagrams were first used to plot earthquake 
mechamsms by Apperson and Frohhch (1988) 
and Frohhch and Apperson (1992); however, the 
present paper presents more complete informa- 
tion about their derivation and use. 

2. Triangle diagrams 

Triangle diagrams rely on the observation that 
we can characterize earthquake focal mechamsms 
as thrust, stnke-shp, or normal m terms of the 
dip angles w~th respect to horizontal of their T, 
B, and P axes (Fig. 2) Thus, we say a mechamsm 
~s thrust if it possesses a vemcal  or near-vemcal 
T axas, stnke-shp ff it has a verhcal or near-verti- 
cal B axis, and normal if it has a vemcal or 
near-verttcal P ax~s. Moreover, ff the P axis Is 
closest to vemcal,  and the B axts is next closest, 
we are hkely to say that the mechamsm is 'normal 
with a component of stnke-shp.' 
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Fig 1 (a) Trmngle dmgram displaying Harvard CMT mechamsms for earthquakes along the southern Mid-Atlantic Ridge (between 
55°S and 16°N, and 50°W and 0°E) The vertices of the triangle represent earthquakes with vertical T axes (thrust mechamsms), 
vertmal B axes (stnke-shp), and vertical P axes (normal) X indicates earthquakes with predominantly double-couple mechamsms 
(fclvd < 0 2), O mdmates earthquakes with mechamsms hawng a substantml non-double-couple component (fclvd > 0 2) Note that 
although mechanisms are concentrated m two clusters near the stnke-shp and normal vertices of the trmngle, there ~s considerable 
variation of mechanism w~thm the clusters Also, even though the southern M~d-Atlantic ~s a spreading ridge-transform 
environment, note that there are a few earthquakes with mechamsms closer to the thrust vertex (b) Map showmg the location of 
earthquakes plotted m (a) Symbols are as in (a) The locahon of the ridge-transform boundary is as determined m Royer et al 
(1992) 

Triangle diagrams are simply a quantitative 
graphical method for using the dip angles of T, B 
and P axes for displaying focal mechanisms. A1- 

P' T 

Thrust Strike S l i p  Normal 

St---90* 8B_-90~ 8~--9e' 

Fig 2 Focal mechamsms are predominantly thrust, strtke-shp, 
or normal, depending on whether their T, B, or P axes are 
nearest to vertical Thus, If 6T, 68, and 8p are the &p angles 
with respect to the horizontal for the T, B, and P axes, we 
have thrust mechamsms when 8 T is near 90 °, stnke-shp 
mechamsms when 88, is near 90 °, and normal mechanisms 
when 8p is near 90 ° 

though it is possible to plot mechanisms manually 
without any quantitative knowledge about them 
(Fig. 3), usually it is useful to plot them with a 
computer. It is possible to plot a unique point 
representing the orientation of the T, B, and P 
axes because any three mutually perpendicular 
vectors having &p angles 6x, 6B, and ~p satisfy 
the identity 

Sln26T + Sln26B + s ln26p  = 1 

If we define x = s i n 6 w ,  y = s i n 6 a ,  and z =  
sin •p) this identity is just the equation of the 
sphere x2+y2+z2= 1. Since all the angles are 
between 0 and 90 °, plotting focal mechanisms on 
the triangle diagram is equivalent to the cartogra- 
pher's problem of projecting locations from a 
quarter-hemisphere onto a triangular flat surface. 
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Fig 3 Trmngle dmgram suitable for plotting focal mecha- 
msms manually, gwen dip angles ~v, 8B, and ~V for T, B, and 
P axes At the vertices of the mangle the dip angles are 90 °, 
and the curved hnes dehneate where the dip angles are 80, 
70, ,30, 20, and 10 ° The + m center marks the mechamsm 
where ST, ~n = 8p = 35 26 °. 

The map projection which does this is the 
azimuthal gnomonlc projection (Richardus and 
Adler, 1972). If ~ is the angle defined by 

= t an - l ( s in  ST/Sin 8p) -- 45 ° 

then the horizontal position h and vertical posi- 
tion v of a point on the triangle dmgram are 
given by 

cos 8~ sm ~b 
h 

sin(35 26 °) sm 88 + cos(35 26 °) sm 8n cos ~k 

cos(35 26 °) sm 88 -sin(35 26 °) cos 8n cos t~ 
sin(35 26 °) sm 8 B +cos(35 26 °) sm 8 n cos 

Here, 35 26 ° is the dip angle of the T, B, and P 
axes for the focal mechanism which plots in the 
exact center of the trmngle diagram, where h = v 
= 0 .  

3. Partitioning of normal, strike-slip and thrust 

Because the sum of squares of the sines of dip 
angles for T, B, and P axes equals unity, for any 
focal mechanism it is convenient to define the 
relatwe proportions fthrust, fstrlke-sllp and fnormal: 

fthrust = Sln28T 

_ 2 

fstnke-shp --  s in  813 

fnormal = s l n28p  

O / J i nx  Thus, for example, when the B a r a s  is vertical 
fsmkc-~hp = 1, and fnormal and fthru,t are zero 
However, for a mechamsm where all three dip 
angles are the same, equahng 35.26 ° , then 

fstrlke-shp = fnormal = fthrust = 0.33 
Frohlich and Apperson (1992) used this scheme 

to characterize earthquake mechanisms as thrust, 
0 )  strike-slip, normal, and 'odd'  (Fig 4). Their  anal- 

ysis of earthquake mechanisms at 'typical' plate 
boundaries suggested defining strike-slip and nor- 

Fig 4 Defimhon of focal mechamsm categories for shallow mal mechanisms as those with the B axis or P ax i s  

earthquakes Analysis of Harvard CMT for earthquakes with 
depths less than 50 km suggests that we define stnke-shp and 
normal mechamsms as those having B and T dip angles 6a, 
and 6T, greater than 60 °, and thrust earthquakes as those 
having 8p greater than 50 ° We define mechanisms satisfying 
none of these criteria to be 'odd'  mechamsms This figure is 
reproduced from Frohhch and Apperson (1992) 

within 30 ° of the vertical (fstnke-shp or fnormal > 
0.75), and thrust mechanisms as those with T axes 
within 40 ° of the vertical (fthru~t > 0.59). They 
defined all other mechamsms as 'odd ' 

The characterization of earthquake mecha- 
nisms as thrust, normal, and strike-slip has physi- 
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cal s~gmflcance since the d~stnbutlon of  orienta-  
tions of  real ear thquake  mechanisms is clearly 
not  random.  As explained by Frohhch  and Wdle-  
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mann (1987), the propor t ion  of  a focal sphere 
within an angle 0 of  any axis equals (1 - cos 0). 
Thus, for randomly  or iented mechanisms a frac- 

0 0 

~ / ~ i ~ ~  × ~  i 2 4 o  

178°W 176 ° 174 ° 

F~g 5 Triangle diagrams d~splaymg mechanisms for intermediate depth earthquakes from the Tonga-Kermadec region (100 
km < h < 300 kin, epicenters between 16°S and 28°S, and 175°E and 170°W) (a) Mechanisms m ordinary map coordinates (b) 
Mechamsms presented m a coordinate system where the Tonga-Kermadec slab is approximately vertical, i e the mechamsms are 
rotated 20 ° about the vertical axis and then 35 ° about the north axis Symbols are as m Fig 1 (c) Map showing location of 
earthquakes plotted m (a) (b) Symbols are as m Fig 1 The contour hnes represent the approximate depth of the Wadati-Bemoff 
zone as determined by Burbach and Frohhch (1986) 
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TABLE 1 

Observed mmdence of thrust, stnke-shp, normal, and 'odd' 
earthquakes m the Harvard CMT catalog, and mctdence 
expected ff earthquake mechanisms were oriented randomly 
m space 

Type Number Frachon 

CMT Random 

Thrust 2503 0 474 0 234 
Stnke-shp 1271 0 241 0 134 
Normal 816 0 154 0 134 
Odd 686 0 131 0 498 

Total 5276 1 000 1 000 

Table includes only earthquakes with focal depths h < 50 km, 
and fclva < 0 2 Here fdvd Is the ratio of the pnnclpal mo- 
ments of largest and smallest absolute value - -  fe~ve Is zero 
for double-couple earthquake mechamsms, and is 0 5 for a 
pure compensated hnear vector dipole mechamsm 

tlon 0.134 will be normal (P within 30 ° of the 
vertical axis), 0.134 will be strlke-sltp, and 0.234 
wtll be thrust (T wtthln 40 ° of vertical). In the 
Harvard CMT catalog, shallow earthquakes hav- 
ing predominantly double-couple mechanisms (h 
< 50 km, fclvd < 0 20) are about twice as hkely to 
have thrust or strtke-shp mechanisms than ran- 
domly oriented mechanisms (Table 1). However, 
although we would expect about half of all ran- 
dom mechanisms to be 'odd,' real earthquakes 
have odd mechanisms only 13% of the time. 

4. Two examples 

The southern part of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge IS 
a classic spreading r idge-transform environment 
where earthquakes mechanisms tend to cluster 
near either the normal or strike-slip vertices of 
the triangle diagram (Fig. 1). The diagram shows 
clearly that all but a handful of focal mechanisms 
either have P or B axes ortented within 30 ° of the 
vertical, however, a substanttal number do have 
axes more than 20 ° from the vertical A few 
earthquakes do lie outside the normal and strike 
slip regions, however, the majority of these have 
non-double-couple mechanisms. 

Trtangle diagrams can also be a useful method 
for dlsplaymg the varlabihty in mtermedlate and 

deep earthquake mechanism. For example, be- 
tween 100 and 300 km depth the Tonga-Kerma-  
dec Wadat l -Benloff  zone is regular and generally 
planar, with a dip of about 55 °. Moreover, al- 
though earthquake mechanisms are decidedly 
non-random (Fig. 5(a)) they also are much less 
clustered than are those in Fig 1. In a rotated 
coordinate system where the Wadat l -Benloff  
zone ts vertical (Fig. 5(b)) the mechanisms are 
predominantly down-dip tensional. However, a 
significant number of mechanisms exhibit down- 
dip compression, and a few have down-dipping B 
axes or odd mechanisms. As noted by Apperson 
and Frohhch (1987), this scatter is typical for 
mechanisms or earthquakes in Wadat l -Benloff  
zones. A point plotted on a triangle diagram 
depends only on the dip angles of the T, B, and P 
axes, and not on the azimuthal orientation of the 
earthquake mechanism Thus mangle diagrams 
are especially useful for evaluating diversity of 
mechanisms m arc-shaped subductlon zones, as 
long as the dip of the Wadat i -Bemoff  zone is 
approxamately constant 
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